Subduction of the Western Pacific Plate underneath Northeast China: Implications of numerical studies
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The geodynamic process of the deep subduction of the western Pacific Plate underneath Northeast China is critical for understanding the extensional events and volcanism in Northeast China. Understanding of this process depends on: (1) the initial time of the subduction, (2) the trench retreat velocity during the subduction process, (3) the contribution of Indian-Eurasian collision and Pacific-Eurasian subduction to extensional events in the northeast of China. However, information on these three issues is very limited. We use several regional models to gain insight into these three issues. Each of the models includes temperature-dependent viscosity structures, and distinct velocity patterns at the surface. Our results show that the subduction of the Pacific Plate under the Eurasian plate started most probably around 70 Ma. To be consistent with the tomography under Northeast China, trench retreat must be included in the models, with a rate less than 45 km/My that has been estimated in the past. We suggest that the extension events in the northeast China are attributed to Indian-Eurasian collision and Pacific-Eurasian subduction according to the velocity evolution in our models.

1. Introduction

Northeast (NE) China is located in a complicated region with westward subduction of the Pacific plate (Liu et al., 2001; Northrup et al., 1995; Sun and He, 2004; Zang and Ning, 1996; Huang and Zhao, 2006) and distant effects of India-Eurasia collision (Liu et al., 2004; Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975; Molnar and Tapponnier, 1977). The causes of some geophysical and geological phenomena in NE China are still under debate. For instance, some researchers support the plume hypothesis (e.g., Bi, 1997; Duncan and Richards, 1991) for volcanoes in NE China because volcanoes and extensional events are far from the oceanic trench, but seismic tomography shows that the Cenozoic volcanoes, which are not plume-related, are located above the subducting slab at about 600 km depth (Huang and Zhao, 2006; Zhao, 2004; Zhao et al., 2007). However, seismic observations give us some clues. Seismicity in NE China indeed has some relation to the subduction of the Japan Sea plate (Sun and He, 2004; Zang and Ning, 1996), and the part that lies flat is about 1000 km long. As for flat subduction, it is commonly related to trench retreat according to numerical simulations (Zhong and Gurnis, 1997; Becker et al., 1999) and laboratory experiments (Guillou-Frottier et al., 1995; Fuciniello et al., 2003a,b). For this region, there are some uncertainties, including the initial subduction time of the Pacific Plate underneath NE China, the trench retreat velocity and the viscosity structure. Shi and Zhang (2004) estimated that the initial subduction time of western subduction of the Pacific Plate underneath NE China is approximately 45 Ma and the lying flat process of the subducting slab started at around 28 Ma. Liu and Wang (1982) estimated that the migration rate of Cenozoic volcanism is averagely 45 mm/year, that is, 45 km/My.

In this paper, we use a regional incompressible mantle convection model for the region shown in Fig. 1 in spherical projection to simulate the process of the western subduction of the Pacific Plate underneath NE China with the constraints of the tomography results (Huang and Zhao, 2006; Zhao et al., 2007).
of volcanism in NE China (Liu and Wang, 1982; Liu et al., 2001) and relative Pacific Plate motion to Eurasian Plate during Cenozoic Times (Northrup et al., 1995). Our simulations are helpful to improve our understanding of its possible subduction process and its corresponding geophysical phenomena.

2. Constraining data

Plate motion can be decomposed into plate velocities from subduction and trench motion in a certain reference frame (Faccenna et al., 2007; Bellahsen et al., 2005). Trench migration is based on the
influence of mantle flows and related to many parameters, such as slab width (Schellart et al., 2007; Stegman et al., 2006), slab age (Heuret and Lallemand, 2005), and upper plate motion (Facenna et al., 2007; Bellahsen et al., 2005). Back-arc extension/compression represents the trench motion with respect to upper plate motion. What we can directly observe is the back-arc extension on the surface. Following this idea, we hypothesize that the migration rate of magmatism towards the trench in the eastern margin of Asia can be regarded as the trench retreat rate and we also regard the motion of the Pacific plate relative to Eurasia plate as the relative motion of the oceanic lithosphere to local fixed Euro-Asian reference frame, that is, the left boundary of the model is the reference point, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.1. Migration of volcanic activity in NE China

The migration of magmatism eastwards in an extensional tectonic setting in late Mesozoic and Cenozoic times is a quite common feature along the eastern Asian continental margin, including the eastern coast of China, the Korean peninsula and southwest Japan (Kinoshita, 1995; Zhou and Li, 2000; Itoh and Tsuru, 2006), although there is strong magma mixing with a multi-episodic and multicycled process (Guo et al., 2007; Shi and Wang, 1993; Ma and Wu, 1987; Liu et al., 1995). This might be related to the distant effect of the Pacific plate subduction (Shi and Zhang, 2004). The Cenozoic volcanic rocks in eastern China are part of the Circum-Pacific volcanic belt that lies behind the Japanese-Izu-Bonin-Mariana-Philippine calc-alkalic volcanic arcs that festoon the western side of the Pacific Ocean (Zhou and Armstrong, 1982). However, there are some key questions about the time of subduction of the Pacific plate relative to the Eurasian plate and the trench retreat velocity. Liu (1987) has analyzed that the Cenozoic magmatic activity in the NE Asian continent started at the end of the Paleocene or in the early Eocene (56 Ma). Several aspects of trench retreat have been discussed in Shi and Zhang (2004), (40–90 mm/year (Turcotte and Schuber, 2001) can also be obtained within possible cases. The age of volcanic rocks inferred from geochronological studies for northeast China shows that the velocity of the retreating trench is approximately 45 mm/year (Liu and Wang, 1982; Liu, 1989; Liu et al., 2001).

2.2. Relative motion of Pacific plate to Eurasian plate

There are many research studies on plate motion using geological data in different reference frames for plate reconstructions (Molar and Stock, 1987; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998; DeMets et al., 1990; Müller et al., 1993; O’Neill et al., 2003; Torsvik et al., 2008; Steinberger, 2008). However, few research studies discussed in Shi and Zhang (2004), (40–90 mm/year (Turcotte and Schuber, 2001) can also be obtained within possible cases. The age of volcanic rocks inferred from geochronological studies for northeast China shows that the velocity of the retreating trench is approximately 45 mm/year (Liu and Wang, 1982; Liu, 1989; Liu et al., 2001).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature, $T$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure, $P$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity, $u$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of fluid layer, $D$</td>
<td>$1.90 \times 10^6$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh number, $Ra$</td>
<td>$4.07 \times 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer radius, $R_0$</td>
<td>$6.37 \times 10^6$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference density, $\rho_0$</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^3$ kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference viscosity, $\eta_0$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{22}$ Pa s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity, $k$</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^4$ m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal diffusivity, $\alpha$</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration of gravity, $g$</td>
<td>$10$ m s$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion, $\alpha$</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithosphere (thickness); viscosity $\eta_1$; $c_1$</td>
<td>$(0–90$ km; $\eta_1$; $1.9187$; $1.1777)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthenosphere (thickness); viscosity $\eta_1$; $c_1$</td>
<td>$(90–410$ km; $0.02\eta_1$; $1.9187$; $1.1777)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition zone (thickness); viscosity $\eta_1$; $c_1$</td>
<td>$(410–670$ km; $0.4\eta_1$; $0.20595$; $0.75647)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower mantle (thickness); viscosity $\eta_1$; $c_1$</td>
<td>$(670–1900$ km; $10\eta_1$; $0.20595$; $0.75647)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to an average of 100–110 mm/year. For details, see (Northrup et al., 1995, Fig. 2).

3. Methods and model description

The three-dimensional (3D) spherical software CitcomS (Zhong and Zuber, 2000; Tan et al., 2006), is used to model a spherical region with linear rheology. Fluid flow is assumed to be incompressible with infinite Prandtl number and the Boussinesq approximation is made, leading to the basic nondimensional equations (e.g., Turcotte and Schuber, 2001) as follows (Zhong and Zuber, 2000):

$$\mu_{ij} = 0$$

$$-p_i + (\eta_{ij}u_{ij} + \eta u_{ij}) = 0$$

$$T_e + u_i T_i = T_{ij}$$

where all symbols are defined in Table 1, $Ra$, the Rayleigh number, and $\xi$ are defined as

$$Ra = \frac{\rho g \alpha \Delta T D^3}{\eta \kappa}; \quad \xi = \frac{R_i^3}{D^3}$$

Eqs. (1)–(3) are nondimensionalized in the following way:

$$x_i = R_0 x_i, \quad u_i = \left(\frac{k}{R_0}\right) u_i, \quad T = \Delta T^2 + T_0, \quad T = \left(\frac{R_i^3}{k}\right) T, \quad \eta = \eta \eta_1, \quad P = \left(\frac{\eta_0 \kappa}{R_i^2}\right) P.$$ The primes are dropped in Eqs. (1)–(3).

The dynamic viscosity $\eta$ is assumed to be temperature-dependent: $\eta = \eta_0 \exp(\{(c_1/T + c_2) - (c_1/1 + c_2)\}$, where $c_1$ and $c_2$ are constants and $\eta_0$ is the viscosity at nondimensional temperature $T=1$. For these simplified test models, we use Newtonian rheology.

Basing parameters on the observational data and geodynamical discussion with some uncertainties, we carried out a set of calculations to check the effect of the trench retreat velocity in our models. A 3D model is used because slab width will significantly affect slab retreat (Fuciniello et al., 2003a,b; Stegman et al., 2006; Schellart et al., 2007). Our simulation domain is the longitude from 110° to 175°, and the latitude from 35° to 50°, as shown in Fig. 1. Since we focus on the characteristics of the subducting slab above the 670 km discontinuity, four layers are included in radius: 0–90 km, 90–410 km, 410–670 km and 670–1910 km, corresponding to the lithosphere, asthenosphere, transition zone, and lower mantle. Physical and geometric parameters are given in Table 1. All calculations have an isothermal surface $T=0$ and isothermal bottom $T=1$ in the nondimensional Eq. (3), adiabatic sidewalls,
Table 2
Model descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Age of subduction</th>
<th>Imposed trench retreat velocity</th>
<th>Convergence rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70–50 Ma</td>
<td>0 km/Ma</td>
<td>106 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49–0 Ma</td>
<td>45 km/Ma</td>
<td>106 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30–0 Ma (initialized subduction slab to transition zone)</td>
<td>11 km/Ma</td>
<td>106 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50–0 Ma (without initialized subduction slab to transition zone)</td>
<td>11 km/Ma</td>
<td>106 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>70–50 Ma</td>
<td>0 km/Ma</td>
<td>106 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49–0 Ma</td>
<td>17 km/Ma</td>
<td>106 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>75–69 Ma</td>
<td>0 km/Ma</td>
<td>126 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–69 Ma</td>
<td>0 km/Ma</td>
<td>75 km/Ma</td>
<td>75 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52–39 Ma</td>
<td>17 km/Ma</td>
<td>36 km/Ma</td>
<td>36 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38–29 Ma</td>
<td>22 km/Ma</td>
<td>76 km/Ma</td>
<td>76 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28–19 Ma</td>
<td>29 km/Ma</td>
<td>90 km/Ma</td>
<td>90 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–10 Ma</td>
<td>44 km/Ma</td>
<td>61 km/Ma</td>
<td>61 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–0 Ma</td>
<td>44 km/Ma</td>
<td>102 km/Ma</td>
<td>102 km/Ma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and Rayleigh number $Ra = 4.07 \times 10^7$. The mechanical boundaries are: imposed velocity at the surface and impermeable sidewalls and bottom boundary. All models with different surface velocities are described quantitatively in Table 2. The internal geodynamical processes evolved according to the above equations, and can be compared with tomographic results. The initial condition consists of a continental plate on the left side with an oceanic plate on the right side, with the subduction zone located at the distance of 20° from the left boundary. The nondimensional initial temperature gradients are, respectively, $1/13$ for 225 km thick continental plate (left part) and $1/10$ for 130 km thick for oceanic plate (right part), and the nondimensional initial interior temperature is set to 1.

4. Results

The results of our models can be compared with seismic tomography results (Huang and Zhao, 2006; Zhao et al., 2007). Here, we try to reproduce the geodynamical processes according to geological data, compare the final (present day) state with tomography results, then improve the models gradually, including the initial subduction time, trench retreat velocity and oceanic plate velocity, with details shown in Table 2.

The convergence rate between the Pacific Plate and the Eurasian Plate has been estimated systematically by Northrup et al. (1995). Our regional models adopt the Eurasian Plate as the local reference frame, that is, the left boundary of numerical simulation domain, as shown in Fig. 1. We regard convergence rate as oceanic plate velocity in our model, and the reference area is the stable area (110–124°), that is, the continental extension starts from 124° located in NE China. Therefore we suppose these convergence rates are quite certain in the Cenozoic period, and we firstly explore the proper trench retreat velocity. The following cases are designed to understand the effect of the trench retreat. Firstly, we investigate internal geodynamic processes with a higher present day convergence rate (Northrup et al., 1995) and trench retreat velocity (Liu, 1989; Liu et al., 2001) as the surface boundary condition. In model 1, we suppose that the trench did not retreat during 70–50 Ma, adopt a trench retreat velocity of 45 mm/year (Liu et al., 2001) during 50–0 Ma and take the convergence rate of 106 mm/year in the most recent 10 Ma as the constant subduction rate of the oceanic plate. Assuming that continental lithosphere converged towards the oceanic plate at a linearly increasing velocity with a small magnitude of less than 10 mm/year, which is relative to the left endpoint of the model during 70–29 Ma, the reference area is the stable area (110–124°) since 29 Ma. In order to be comparable with geological data, we focus on the results of thickness of lithosphere, velocity field and normalized temperature field in three scenarios (respectively in stages of 70–50 Ma, 50–29 Ma and 29–0 Ma). The time evolution of nondimensional temperature at 0.85 (Fig. 3a) indicates that subduction initiated at 70 Ma, and the slab arrived at the transition zone at 50 Ma. In the following 20 Ma, the subducting slab enters the transition zone. The subduction angle becomes smaller as the subduction zone retreats, and the tip of the slab gradually lies down in the transition zone. Velocities (Fig. 3b and d) indicate that during 70–50 Ma the subducting slab was pushing upper mantle material downwards, the upper mantle material was moving forward in the transition zone, and asthenospheric material underneath the continental lithosphere was moving towards the flow corner. A big convection cell formed between the oceanic plate and the 660 km discontinuity. During 50–29 Ma, the shallow slab could
take all the asthenospheric material underneath the continental lithosphere towards the trench with the help of trench retreat. The tip and middle part of the slab displaced little. During 29–0 Ma, the trench continued retreating and the local area of continental lithosphere extended but the tip of the slab did not move forwards, instead lying down in the transition zone. The whole convection cell has cut the slab, which can possibly lead to the break-off of the slab (Gerya et al., 2004). The temperature field also shows that the slab does not have enough time to accumulate in the transition zone due to the high retreat velocity of the trench (Fig. 3b and d). In this model, the extension of Japan Sea during the last 50 Ma is too much. This is not consistent with geological observations, which show that back-arc extension of the Japan Sea started at about 28 Ma (Liu et al., 2001), with the Japan sea expanding about 400 km during 22–15 Ma and a total extension of nearly 900 km. The results of this case show that the retreat velocity of the trench should be less than 45 mm/year.

The next step (Model 2) is to test how long the slab can lie in the transition zone, with reduced the trench retreat velocity as 11 km per Ma, and an about 180 km thick initial subducting slab with dip angle 45° penetrating into the transition zone at 30 Ma, the initial temperature increases from \( T = 0 \) at the center of the slab to \( T = 1 \) at the slab-mantle interface. Seen from Fig. 4, a back-arc basin forms due to trench retreat, and grows with time. Slow trench retreat helps the slab to lie down or thicken in the transition zone. The lithosphere becomes thinner with time, with the thinnest part located at the edge of the stable continental lithosphere. In Fig. 4b and c, a small-scale convection cell appears above the slab, and involves more sub-continental material with increasing time. The trend of material migration is the same as in model 1. However, the length of the lying slab is about 400 km, which is much less than in the tomographic result. The dip angle of the slab is even bigger, which indicates that the trench should retreat faster or subduction should begin earlier. Models 1 and 2 have given us the estimate of the trench retreat velocity, that is, the range is between 45 km/Ma and 11 km/Ma.

Model 3, without an initial subducting slab, is to test how long it takes for the subducting slab to arrive in the transition zone with the assumed viscosity structure. Assuming that the slab subducted since 50 Ma, the continental lithosphere is assumed to extend linearly towards the trench with a small magnitude during 50–29 Ma, and to extend linearly towards stable area (110–124°) during 29–0 Ma. The imposed velocity on the oceanic plate is the same as that in model 2. As can be seen from the process of subduction (Fig. 5(a)), the subducting slab has arrived at the 410 km discontinuity by 29–28 Ma, but has not penetrated into the transition zone. The dip angle of the subducting slab becomes smaller with time, and the tip of the slab thickens and penetrates into the transition zone. In Fig. 5(b), one big convection cell has formed above the slab, and the tip of the subducting slab is advancing. The slab pushes material in the transitional zone upwards, supplementing the convection cell. After the slab has retreated, a small-scale convection cell forms and material from both the transition zone and the sub-continental asthenosphere join the small-scale convection cell, as can be seen in Fig. 5(c). However, the length of the lying slab is shorter than what is indicated by tomography (Huang
Fig. 6. Model 4: (a) nondimensional isotherms (0.85) with time (b–d) velocities and normalized temperature fields with time. Velocities show material migration during the subduction process.

Fig. 7. Model 5: (a) nondimensional isotherms (0.85) with time (b–d) velocities and normalized temperature fields with time. Velocities show material migration during the subduction process.
The velocity field shows that mantle material underneath the continental lithosphere was pushed forward during the initial stage of subduction (see Fig. 7(b)), and the slab has to move forwards slowly or lie down in the transition zone due to the obstacle of the high viscosity lower mantle. Trench retreat helps to generate a small convection cell above the subducting slab, and material in the transition zone does not move forwards, but rather upwards to compensate for the convection cell (see Fig. 7(c)). The basin extended and continental lithosphere became thinner with the influence the shape of the subducting slab (Christensen, 2001; Becker et al., 1998; Guillou-Frottier et al., 1995). Different factors are also taken into account in our models. The first is the characteristics of trench retreat velocity, the second is the approximate initial time of the subduction, and the third one is material migration.

Different patterns of trench retreat velocity can significantly influence the shape of the subducting slab (Christensen, 2001; Guillou-Frottier et al., 1995). The faster the trench retreats, the flatter the slab is. With the constraints of tomographic results and geological analysis of convergence rates of Pacific-Eurasian plates, our model indicates that a trench retreat velocity of 44 km per Ma is too fast, but 11 km per Ma is too slow. If the trench retreats too fast, the slab can break-off due to the over extension; if it is too slow, the slab tends to sink down because of its negative buoyancy. From our models, we can estimate that the trench retreat velocity should be less 45 km/Ma, as is estimated by some geologists, but we cannot give an exact figure for it. However, one gradually increasing velocity pattern gives similar results to tomography results, but not precisely to reconstruct the subduction process.

The initial time of subduction is also tested by changing the starting time. If the subduction starts earlier, then there is enough time for the slab to penetrate into the transition zone and thicken. The results from our models show that the subduction of the Pacific Plate under the Eurasian Plate is most likely to have occurred since 70 Ma. In addition, the velocity fields in all models presented here have one common feature regarding the material migration during the subduction process. Mantle material underneath the continental lithosphere was pushed forward during the initial stage of subduction. After the slab arrived in the transition zone, the materials underneath Northeast China and in the transition zone move upwards to compensate the corner flow above the slab. It may indicate our expectation from the subduction process: with the current increasing trench retreat rate, the possible force for the trench retreat is the eastern oriented athenospheric flow response to trench retreat and pushing effect underneath the continental lithosphere, which may be related to Indian-Eurasian collision (An et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2004). In order to realize this expectation in the future, we need develop a more self-consistent subduction model including a weak zone or fault in the subduction channel, to understand the kinematic and dynamical processes.

There is another shortcoming of our model. We always assume that continental crust is extended evenly, but the real case is much more complicated. Sometimes the Japan Sea extends, sometimes the continental lithosphere under Northeast China extends, and/or extension happens episodically. In model 5, the total extension is nearly 1400 km, but the actual extension of Japan Sea is almost 900 km, so the other 500 km extension is possibly distributed in Northeast China or North China. Hence, additional actual geological constraints should be studied.
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